
This class is designed for students wanting to incorporate more creativity and personal expression into their
figure paintings and portraits using dynamic design & composition, harmonious color, mood, and story telling.

our goals
l achieve accurate values and glowing skintones
l go beyond a likeness with value studies, thumbnail sketches,
    and color studies
l learn the rules before breaking them
l adapt the lessons to our own unique style of expression
l put it all together in a creative, fine art painting

workshop supply list
* All your painting supplies (see below)
* Reference photos (Please make sure to download the “Reference Photo

Guide” for important information on selecting your reference photos.)
* Several sheets of tracing paper (approx. 9 x 12)
* Soft graphite drawing pencils or sticks (4B or 6B) and kneaded eraser
* Ruler or straightedge
* Masking tape (I prefer the black or blue tape from Art Supply Warehouse

because it is easily removable.)
* Optional: If you use a computer to edit your images, you are welcome

to bring it to the workshop. We will still develop thumbnail sketches and
color studies, old-school style, with paper and pencil.

painting supply list
PAPER
Good-quality cotton rag paper, 140#
or heavier. I use 260# and 300# Arches
cold press.

Sizes: 5 or more 6 x 8" or 8 x 10";
several 11 x 14"; one or more larger
sheets (your choice of size).

BRUSHES
A variety of brushes and sizes. I use round
brushes (sizes 1, 4, 8, 11, 18) and flat
brushes (sizes 1/2", 11/2", 2"), as well as
several cheaper, stiffer brushes for
scrubbing or lifting. Your brushes don't
need to be expensive or top quality.

Going Beyond a Likeness
syllabus and materials list

PAINT
These are the colors (or similar) you will want to bring
to the workshop:
Quinacridone rose or Permanent rose, Raw sienna,
Gamboge yellow, Pyrrol red light or Scarlet pyrrol,
Phthyalo blue, Cerulean blue, Ultramarine blue, Sepia,
Neutral tint.

II also have these colors on my palette, but feel free to
bring your own favorites: Quinacridone magenta, Viridian
green, Cadmium red light, Cadmium orange, Cobalt
violet, Ultramarine pink, Burnt sienna, Cobalt blue.

I use mostly M. Graham paints, but any professional
grade will do. My only (firm) request is that you throw
out those old, dried up blobs of paint on your palette
and use fresh paint. You will thank me later!

PALETTE
Please bring a palette that is
large enough to mix color. I use
an 11 x 15" Frank Webb palette,
which allows me plenty of space
to mix my paints in the center
with a large brush.

ADDITIONAL
water container
paper towels
firm board to support paper
fine mist sprayer (optional)
hair dryer (optional)
table easel (optional)
masking fluid (optional)

QUESTIONS?
Contact Peggi at

peggihabets@gmail.com


